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Welcome
With our five restaurants and bars, Hilton Hotel Tahiti offers a wide

range of dining options offering a nourishing and indulgent selection.

Our products are locally-sourced to meet with our sustainable

approach. All restaurants provide vegetarian and vegan-friendly

options.

Hilton Hotel Tahiti, where Tahitian elegance begins.



Currently open from breakfast, from 6.30 a.m.

to 10.00 a.m.

Open for dinner from July 15th, 2022
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TAITEA BRASSERIE

Our fish and steakhouse modern

brasserie is ideally located near the pool

that also offers an ocean view. Striking a

balance between vegetable-forward

dishes, fresh fish and aged meat, Taitea

Brasserie gives guests the opportunity

to chart their own course by building

their own dish or choosing the cooking

method. The show kitchen is the

restaurant’s anchor, bringing energy,

warmth and elegance.

Everyday from 11.30 a.m. to 3.00 p.m. and from

6.00 p.m. to 10.00 p.m.



SAN SUSHI BAR

San Sushi Bar is located in a secluded

place that creates a warm, elegant and

intimate atmosphere. Under the

expertise of Chef San, the menu

showcases the best flavors of Japan.

Guests can select from a selection of

Japanese specialties: sushis, sashimis,

and nigiris.

Tuesday to Saturday from 6.oo p.m. to 10.00

p.m.
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HEIVA LOUNGE BAR

Conveniently located at the heart of the

hotel, here guests will enjoy fine wines,

spirits and small plates, all under the

backdrop of an al fresco terrace and

stunning sunset over the Island of

Moorea.

Everyday from 07.30 a.m. to midnight
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VAIPUNA POOL BAR

Our poolside bar and lounge offers a

wide range of cocktails that features

modern flavors with an unusual twist.

Beverages are inspired by the rivalry

between the East and West: vibrant and

colorful from the East, classic and refined

from the West. A hand-picked selection

of snacks can also be enjoyed by the

pool.

Everyday from 10.30 a.m. to 10.30 p.m.




